Seeing the water in the trees: Challenges in es0ma0ng the impact of fuel treatments and ﬁre on hydrology
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Model Experiment Design

• Wildﬁre and fuel treatment impacts on forest structure both inﬂuence and are inﬂuenced by water
availability, parJcularly in semi-arid environments.
• Declines in the water available during drought can increase forest vulnerability to a range of disturbances
including ﬁre.
• Forest recovery aNer ﬁre and regrowth aNer fuel treatments may also be strongly inﬂuenced by water
availability.
• At the same Jme, wildﬁre and fuel treatments alter forest evapotranspiraJon and runoﬀ producJon, and
this oNen has implicaJons for streamﬂow and water resources.
• Measurements of water ﬂux in thinned forests or following mortality show both increases and decreases
in stand to watershed scale evapotranspiraJon (e.g. Biederman et al., 2015; Adams et al., 2011; Clark et
al., 2016).
• Coupled models of ecosystem hydrology and carbon cycling are tools tat can help researchers
understand these complex interacJons and assist managers in reducing ﬁre risk, maintaining ecosystem
health, and regulaJng water resources.
• In this paper, we present RHESSys-WMFIRE, a coupled model of ecosystem carbon cycling, spaJally
distributed hydrology, and ﬁre spread.
• In this paper, we invesJgate the processes that may produce these varying responses in a forested region
of the southern Sierra Nevada in California.

Research Ques0ons

Why empirical increase or decrease in ET?
Depends on:
• How much (Shared vs. Isolated) interacJon between neighboring trees there is
• Plant Accessible Water Storage Capacity
• Thinning intensity
• Inter-annual climate variaJon

Plant accessible water storage capacity (PAWSC)
The amount of water that can be stored in the soil/
saprolite/bedrock fractures that plant roots can
access. PAWSC is a capacity – a maximum storage,
which may or may not be ﬁlled depending on
inﬁltraJon, drainage and ET.

Coupled ecosystem response mabers - greater growth in shallow soils (for shared scenario) shows how
water use (AET) could increase with thinning due to enhanced producJvity
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• Two criJcal parameters for esJmaJng hydrologic responses to changes in vegetaJon structure due to
fuel treatments are: (1) plant available subsurface storage capacity and (2) the extent to which
neighboring trees share water.
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Thinning Intensity
We go from 0 to 50% above ground
biomass removal
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Model Performance

• These parameters can determine whether transpiraJon increases rather than decreases following
disturbance/treatments and these parameters can be as signiﬁcant as inter-annual climate variaJon as a
control on hydrologic impacts.
• These parameters are highly heterogeneous in space and vary with both plant species and geology.

Results

Next Steps

Deep PAWSC: Post thinning recovery of
water ﬂux

1a) How do we esJmate plant available water storage
capacity?
1b) EsJmaJng shared water by vegetaJon requires
collaboraJng with experimental design (e.g. sapﬂow of
thinned trees) (Klein et al.)

Recovery of ET: Note that the impact of
whether or not remaining trees share
water (Shared vs. Isolated) is greater than
eﬀect of inter-annual climate variability.

Shallow PAWSC: Post thinning recovery of
water ﬂux
Thinning supports greater producJon and
water use in remaining plants, if water is
shared.
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Our Modeling Approach: Regional Hydro-Ecologic SimulaJon System (RHESSys)
This model uJlizes state-of-the art compuJng to develop integrated modeling tools, workﬂows,
documentaJon, and visualizaJon that support data assimilaJon, collaboraJve model development, and
usage by a broader research community.
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Why use a process-based model?
Fuel treatments/mortality occur in one place, at one
Jme, and with one implementaJon (e.g. amount of
biomass removed) so the impact of climate and site
characterisJcs are hard to tease out - and long term
(mulJ-year) recovery is challenging to measure.
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2. Does water availability for the remaining trees
inﬂuence subsequent vulnerability to drought?

Shallow, Isolated

Local Subsidy (do trees share root zone soil water?)
So - aNer thinning, do remaining plants have “more water”?

Climate and Recovery

1. How do changes in forest structure (through fuel
treatments or mortality) alter forest water use?
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Box plots indicate variaJon across climate
scenarios.
Each panel indicates a diﬀerent level of
thinning intensity (biomass removal %)
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2) IntegraJon with forest management - how are
decisions about fuel treatments made social-science model of drivers of fuel treatment
frequency and locaJon
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